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ABSTRACT
Tools capable of automatic code generation have the potential to
augment programmer’s capabilities. While straightforward code
retrieval is incorporated into many IDEs, an emerging area is ex-
plicit code generation. Code generation is currently approached as
aMachine Translation task, with Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
based encoder-decoder architectures trained on code-description
pairs. In this workwe introduce and studymodern Transformer ar-
chitectures for this task.We further propose a newmodel called the
Relevance Transformer that incorporates external knowledge us-
ing pseudo-relevance feedback. The Relevance Transformer biases
the decoding process to be similar to existing retrieved code while
enforcing diversity. We perform experiments on multiple standard
benchmark datasets for code generation including Django, Hearth-
stone, and CoNaLa. The results show improvements over state-of-
the-art methods based on BLEU evaluation. The Relevance Trans-
former model shows the potential of Transformer-based architec-
tures for code generation and introduces a method of incorporat-
ing pseudo-relevance feedback during inference.
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1 INTRODUCTION
To effectively write code a programmer requires parallel knowl-
edge ofmany different programming languages, libraries, and tech-
niques. The sheer amount of structured information required is of-
ten too much to memorize, resulting in frequent online searches
for library examples or syntax clarifications. This lengthens the
development process and reduces productivity.
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Description:
<sos> get the first object from a queryset
in django model ` Entry ` <eos>
Code ground truth:
<sos> Entry . objects . filter ( ) [ : 1 ] . get ( ) <eos>
Model current decoding sequence:
<sos> Entry .
Relevant words:
['filter', 'objects', 'id', 'author__id', 'Book', 'pk',
'*', 'Sample', 'Entry', 'name', "'name'", 'title',
"'title'", 'exists', '-']
Next token prediction:
Predicted 'objects' over 'groupby'
Figure 1: Generation sample from the Relevance Trans-
former on the Django dataset. The sample shows a sentence
under construction and the token to be produced at the next
time step.
While code retrieval [9] is a helpful feature in many IDEs, it is
often inflexible to the varying demands of a programmer and has
trouble adapting to context. Code generation seeks to solve these
problems by allowing the programmer to express their ideas in
natural language and have the code be generated via an algorithm.
In doing so, the programmer can focus on higher-level tasks.
Current work in Neural Machine Translation (NMT) systems
related to code generation use RNN-based encoder-decoder mod-
els, often Long Short-TermMemory (LSTM) networks. While RNN-
based models are useful in many translation tasks [1, 14], newer
models such as Transformer [15] show significant advances inNMT
due to their self-attentive architectures. However, the problemwith
all these architectures is their inability incorporate external knowl-
edge.
To our knowledge, we are the first to use Transformer-based ar-
chitectures for the task of code generation. We propose Relevance
Transformer, a newmodel that incorporates pseudo-relevance feed-
back for translation during the decoding phase. Followingmethods
from Lavrenko and Croft [7], we induce a positive bias on autore-
gressive generation improving decoding quality. This bias is pro-
duced by retrieving relevant code snippets to the English descrip-
tion and extracting common tokens proportional to their relevance
for the model. Results on standard benchmark collections show
consistent gains over both retrieval and generation baselines, in-
cluding significant gains on the realistic CoNaLa dataset [17] based
on Stack Overflow questions.
2 RELATED WORK
Retrieval models are well established in the field of code improve-
ment. Many attempts emphasize helping programmers debug pro-
grams and remove duplicate code by identifying close matches in
source code. Early approaches [6] rely on highly structured for-
mal methods to convert queries into a structured query language
to search for exact matches. Mishne et al. [9] propose a code snip-
pet retrieval method by forming unstructured queries over source
code and use a "fuzzy" matching approach to help programmers
find similar snippets to their query. These approaches attempt to
search the code to find relevant results. Sindhgatta [13] employs a
different approach by querying over code authors’ annotations to
retrieve relevant code snippets. This last approach is most similar
to our retrieval model.
Most recent work treats code generation as a Machine Transla-
tion task and applies translation models, such as encoder-decoder
networks [14]. These sequence to sequence (Seq2Seq) models al-
low for variable-length input and output. While Seq2Seq models
provide a strong baseline, Ling et al. [8] propose a latent predictor
network which allows selective copying of input tokens relevant
to the output sequence by selecting different predictors. Later net-
works incorporate structural information from code asASTs [4, 11].
These models use code specific actions and build the target code
by specifying a sequence of rules to construct the tree.
Other work focuses on maintaining the token representation by
enhancing their input with retrieved snippets of code. Hashimoto
et al. [3] use a two-stage trainingmethod by retrieving similar snip-
pets of code and then using these snippets as input to a Seq2Seq
model. The retrieval algorithm solely takes an English description
and is trained using an oracle to produce a ranking that returns
the pairs with most similar code to the desired output. This pro-
cess adds context to support the decoder in producing the target
code.
While the field of cross-lingual information retrieval employs
translation dictionaries [5] and Statistical Machine Translation [2]
to improve effectiveness, the inverse problem is seldomapproached.
Zhang et al. [18] use retrieved translation chunks to boost the prob-
ability of decoding certain tokens. While this decoding process
is similar to ours, they employ an alignment dictionary to bring
in external knowledge and don’t normalize their increments with
respect to the retrieved documents. In contrast, we don’t require
any structured knowledge relying only on documents found in the
training set.
3 GENERATION AND RETRIEVAL METHODS
3.1 Task Definition
We define the task of code generation from natural language as:
given a query description, q, the goal is to generate a single most
relevant snippet of code, c , that satisfies the query.
To perform this task we formulate as follows:
Input: Tokens from q are split into a sequence {qi }i ∈[0, ...,n], with
i denoting the position of the token in the sequence.
Output: Code tokens from c are split into a sequence {ci }i ∈[0, ...,m].
We note that c can come from either retrieval (existing code) or
be produced by a generative model. The output is a short snippet
equivalent to a small line (or lines) of code.
3.2 Baseline Retrieval
One of the core components of ourmodel is the retrieval algorithm.
It is responsible for producing a ranking of relevant documents
with respect to an input query. In our problem, the query is the nat-
ural language English description from the code-description pair,
(q,c). Our search corpus is composed of all English descriptions of
the training set. The retrieval algorithm then scores a document d
through its similarity function RS(q,d). We identify two effective
methods for retrieving snippets. The first is a BM25 implementa-
tion in Lucene, using PyLucene as an interface. The second is the
similarity scoring function from ReCode [4], a token level string
similarity score. While we test both, we opt for BM25 due to the
more efficient implementation.
The ranking produced by the retrieval algorithm is used to then
pick the top k documents. We extract the code from the pairs and
use it either as the final output, as is the case for our baseline re-
trieval methods, or as a guide for our Relevance model.
3.3 Baseline Transformer
Our system uses the Transformer [15] at its core. This architec-
ture employs several self-attentive layers in an encoder-decoder
structure to map variable-length input to a variable-length output
sequence. The output is produced autoregressively, generating a
conditional distribution over the entire vocabulary at each time
step t . During training, themodel uses a look-ahead attentionmask
to hide future predictions from the current step, thus only basing
its prediction on the English tokens q and the currently produced
output sequence c0:t−1. Given the smaller size of the datasets in
contrast to the original uses of Transformers, we reduce the size
of our model to two attention layers for both the encoder and de-
coder, four attention heads, embedding dimension of 512, and a
pointwise feed-forward network dimension of 1024.
3.4 Relevance Transformer
In this section, we outline how the Relevance Transformer copes
with the unique challenges of generating code. Initial naÃŕve at-
tempts consisted of simply appending top code results to the in-
put, but these proved unsuccessful. There are several key compo-
nents in the Relevance Transformer that provide significant im-
provements over the base implementation: pseudo-relevance feed-
back decoding and input token copying.
3.4.1 Pseudo-Relevance Feedback. Our second key aspect in our
proposed network is a sequence aware pseudo-relevance feedback
[7] decoding method. During a decoding step our copy augmented
Transformer produces a probability distribution over each token
in the vocabulary, as well as positional out-of-vocabulary terms,
we denote this as M(q, c0:t−1) where c0:t−1 = {c0, ..., ct−1} is the
current decoded sequence. We aim to improve decoding quality by
retrieving the top k documents D(q,k) and emphasizing a set of
common words ST (n) in the results. We achieve this by interpo-
lating normalized token frequency scores with the original NMT
distribution, Equation 1.
P(wt |q,c0:t−1) =[λ · M(q, c0:t−1) + (1 − λ) · RF (q,wt )
· RP(c0:t−1,wt )] · Z
(1)
f r (wt ,d) = count(wt ,d)/lenдth(d)
RF (q,wt ) =
[
1 − 1ST (n)(wt )
]
·
∑
d ∈D(q,k)
f r (wt ,d) · RS(q,d) (2)
Where Z is the normalization constant. For each token, we take
into account the score given by the retrieval algorithm as well
as the document length to emphasize top-scoring snippets. While
there is no guarantee a top-scoring snippet will provide good sug-
gestions for words in the output, however, the aggregation of mul-
tiple top-scoring snippets it gives confidence to increase the prob-
ability of common words, Equation 2.
We also take into account terms that have already been seen in
the current decoded sequence. As such we use a repetition penalty
(Equation 3) to condition the probability given to a term based on
its previous presence in the prediction.
RP(c0:t−1,wt ) = [1 − 1c0:t−1 (wt )] (3)
3.4.2 CopyGenerationMethods. Copymethods stem fromPointer
Networks [16] which use the attention distribution produced over
the input sequence to choose an element from the input at each
decoding time step. While at its core Pointer Networks only al-
low copying elements from the input, Copy Generator Networks
[12] support both generation of new tokens and copying relevant
tokens from the input. Our code generation task benefits from hav-
ing many tokens in the input sequence in commonwith the output
sequence, such as variable names andmethod identifiers. These are
notoriously troublesome for sequence generation tasks since they
are often very rare in the small code-descriptions pair collections.
As such, Copy Generator Networks provide an effective method to
emphasize tokens regardless of their frequency in the dataset by
copying them from the input.
M(wt |q, c0:t−1) = pдen ·T (wt |q,c0:t−1) + (1 − pдen) · at (wt ) (4)
Our implementation of the copy generation in the Transformer
is inspired by See et al. [12]. We use the final encoder attention
vector and produce a copying vector emphasising each input token
relative to its attention weight at (wt ), Equation 4. This is then in-
terpolatedwith the original vocabulary distributionT (wt |q,c0:t−1)
through a pдen function. The use of out-of-vocabulary tokens for
very rare words, described in Section 4.2, allows for even more
generic copying of words that haven’t even been seen in the train-
ing dataset.
4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section, we describe the collections of code, the data pre-
processing, and our evaluation metrics.
4.1 Code collections
4.1.1 Django [10]. This dataset was produced by a single engi-
neer tasked to annotate the entire DJANGO source code line by
line (18k+ lines). The original aim for the dataset was to map from
Django samples:
Desc : description(COPY) is a string "The '%s'
function"(COPY) replaced by value of
receiver(COPY) . __name__ .
Truth: description(COPY) = "The '%s' function"(COPY)
% receiver(COPY) . __name__
Pred : description(COPY) = "The '%s' function"(COPY)
% receiver(COPY)
BLEU : 0.67
CoNaLa sample:
Desc : split string ` input ` based on occurrences of
regex pattern '[ ](?=[A-Z]+\\b)'(COPY)
Truth: re . split ( '[ ](?=[A-Z]+\\b)'(COPY) , input )
Pred : re . split ( '[ ](?=[A-Z]+\\b)'(COPY) , input )
BLEU : 1.0
Figure 2: Multiple predicted samples from the Relevance
Transformer on Django and CoNaLa datasets
code to pseudo-code. This leads to relatively detailed descriptions
of each line which map to code.
4.1.2 Hearthstone [8]. The dataset consists of 665 samples, each
sourced from the cards of the game. A card consists of a name, de-
scription, and several key statistics. These fields form the whole of
the English description. The code consists of the associated Python
source code from the game files. In contrast to the other datasets,
Hearthstone consists of much longer sequences of approximately
400 tokens. However, many of these sequences have similar boiler-
plate python code.
4.1.3 CoNaLa [17]. This dataset is sourced from StackOverflow
questions and answers. It consists of over 2k hand-written short
answers to programming questions. These are high-quality code-
description pairs. However, the dataset size is limited. The authors
provide an additional automatically annotated set of 600k+ pairs.
During evaluation of the automatically annotated dataset, we deem
it too noisy for our task and decide to solely use the 2k hand-
written pairs.
4.2 Pre-Processing
Our training samples consist of two parallel languages: English
and code. We process our samples into a common vocabulary set
by tokenizing by spaces and specific code identifiers. This kind
of tokenization is equivalent to that of ReCode [4] and preserves
strsengs, variable names and function identifiers as individual to-
kens. A unified vocabulary is especially important since common
tokens shared from input to output sequences allow for copying.
We assign each out-of-vocabulary token shared between each se-
quence a generic positional token, this gives the model the flexibil-
ity to copy potentially unseen relevant tokens to the output based
on context. As such, our vocabulary size is comparatively small at
under 1k tokens, while still allowing rare tokens to be predi
Retrieval Methods Django Hearthstone CoNaLa
BM25 (fine tuned baseline) 43.1 59.5 13.2
ReCode sequence similarity 43.4 65.1 11.2
Oracle retrieval similarity 58.1 74.2 38.0
Generative Methods
Seq2Seq LSTM 58.9 60.4 10.6
Latent predictor networks [8] 77.6 67.1 —
Retrieve and Edit LSTM [3] — 70.0 —
Transformer baseline [15] 79.2 72.5 17.5
Transformer + Copy 81.8 74.0 20.8
Transformer + Copy
+ NaÃŕve Retrieval
80.7 60.1 19.0
Relevance Transformer 82.3 74.5 22.3
Table 1: Analysis of performance on various test collections
using BLEU. In italic we show the previous state-of-the-art
non-AST methods. In bold we outline the best scores for
each dataset.
4.3 Evaluation
BLEU is a standard metric in the field of code generation [4, 8]. We
follow this standard and use the BLEU implementation from Re-
Code [4] to evaluate the quality of our model’s output. The scores
for each pair is averaged to give an overall BLEU score for the
dataset. We also test for significance with a paired t-test and ap-
ply Bonferroni corrections where applicable.
5 RESULTS
In this section, we examine the results of our experiments on three
collections. Table 1 is divided into retrieval and generative meth-
ods. Despite being simple, retrieval methods are strong baselines
in a code setting. Code repetition and similar patterns, such as
in Hearthstone, lead to high sequence similarity despite only be-
ing able to retrieve code from the training set. We test an oracle
method by taking the highest scoring retrieved snippet according
to BLEU, setting an upper bound on the effectiveness of thesemeth-
ods.
In the generative methods section, we outline first the state-of-
the-art non-AST methods for each of the datasets. The base Trans-
former [15] model is used as a baseline for comparison. We note
that the base Transformer model is already very effective at this
task, surpassing the previously stated results. Following this, the
naÃŕve retrieval method is tested, which concatenates the top code
document to the input and uses our copy mechanism. Our exper-
iments show that the more complex input reduces overall effec-
tiveness. In contrast, the Relevance Transformer comprises of both
relevance feedback and a copy mechanism and shows statistically
significant improvements over the base Transformer at a 95% confi-
dence interval for Django and CoNaLa. Hearthstone’s 66 test sam-
ples give inconclusive but suggestive results. Following a closer
inspection of the decoded results, the effectiveness increase for
CoNaLa suggests pseudo-relevance feedback is particularly useful
at boosting low scoring sequences by providing a starting point of
potentially useful terms for the model.
In Figure 1, we show how our Relevance Transformer plays a
key role in emphasising words that are likely to be in the target se-
quence. In that example, the Transformer on its own predicts the
next token in the sequence to be ‘groupby’. This token is still rele-
vant in the context but it is not the correct prediction. The pseudo-
relevance feedback corrects this by emphasising common tokens
from the top retrieved documents and results in the production of
the correct token, ‘objects’.
6 CONCLUSION
In this work, we study the challenging task of code generation. We
introduce the Relevance Transformer, a model that leverages exter-
nal knowledge from pseudo-relevance feedback to increase trans-
lation quality and diversity. It uses feedback results at inference
time with a copy mechanism to improve over the baseline Trans-
former and achieves state-of-the-art results on three standard code
datasets. Our approach is general and our results demonstrate that
incorporating knowledge from retrieval can provide a significant
benefit to generative models, in code generation and potentially in
other domains as well.
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